SIXTH PROTOCOL OF RECTIFICATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS

Preparation of Draft Protocol

1. The Report of the Working Party on Schedules (L/600), approved by the CONTRACTING PARTIES on 17 November 1956, requires the secretariat to circulate to all contracting parties the draft Sixth Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications when all requests for rectifications and modifications have been approved or on 15 January, whichever is the earlier. For the convenience of contracting parties there are listed hereunder the documents containing the requests for rectifications and modifications together with any addenda or corrigenda thereto:

   I.  Australia
       MGT/114/56
       & Corr.1

   II. Benelux
       Section A -
       Met. Terr.
       MGT/151/56
       Section B -
       Belg. Congo
       & Ruanda Urundi
       MGT/127/56
       Section C -
       New Guinea
       MGT/154/56
       Section D -
       Neth. Antilles
       MGT/154/56

   V.  Canada
       Lists circulated by Canadian Government in August 1956.
       MGT/153/56
       Add.1 & Add.2
       L/553

   IX. Cuba
       MGT/142/56

   XI. France
       MGT/108/56
       Add.1

   XII. India
       MGT/113/56
XVIII. South Africa

XIX. United Kingdom

XX. United States

XXII. Denmark

List supplied by the secretariat to Eleventh Session delegations on behalf of the Danish Government. MGT/174/56

XXIV. Finland

XXVII. Italy

XXX. Nicaragua

XXX. Sweden

XXXIII. Germany

XXXVIII. Japan

MGT/115/56

MGT/124/56

Add.1

MGT/111/56

Add.1 & Add.2

L/487/Add.1

MGT/128/56

Add.1

Corr.1

MGT/132/56

Add.1

Corr.1 & Corr.2

(see also Annex)

MGT/118/56

Corr.2, Corr.3 & Corr.4
Item ex 2307

Delete the references to this item in M3T/132/56/Corr.1 and Corr.2. The rectification on page 8 of document M3T/132/56 should read:

"La position sera remplacée par le texte suivant:

"ex 2307 Produits dits 'solubles' de poisson, visqueux ... ou en forme de pâte, c'est-à-dire 'condensed stickwater' . . . . . . . 5%"